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Abstract
A new technique to quantify variations in pore structure
across an image is described in this paper. The method involves
several stages as the original images are rarely suitable for
simple segmentation by the selection of a single threshold. The
processing first involves the application of a Wiener filter to
remove imaging artefacts and to sharpen the edge of void/particle contacts. This image reconstruction is followed by the
selection of a global threshold based on the relative contrast
method, to create a binary image separating the voids from the
particles. Such an image can be used to evaluate pore structure
and overall porosity, and this can be related to overall macroscopic porosity.
The method may be enhanced by combining the binary
image with that from domain segmentation methods, where the
image is automatically classified according to the orientation
of fine grained materials. It is thus possible to study differences
in the porosity of domains with vertically orientated particles
from those with horizontal ones. The full procedure may be
automated so that large numbers of images may be processed
in a batch without operator intervention.
Some examples of the technique using back-scattered
scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of polished
blocks of embedded soil samples are given. As expected, the
random areas of the sam pie have a consistently higher porosity
than other areas, but contrary to expectations, the horizontal
domains appear to be more porous than vertical ones.

Natural materials soils, and rocks are composed of a
collection of particles and associated interparticle voids. Various macroscopic properties, such as shear strength, compression characteristics, and permeability, are partially dependent
on the arrangement of the particles and the morphology and
size of the voids. As a whole the sediment is said to have a
fabric which is composed of all the geometric properties of the
particles and the voids. The objective determination of these
fabric features is important for predicting and interpreting the
behaviour of natural materials (Rink and Schopper, 1978). The
determination of the fabric elements associated with the void
structure is the main objective of this work, which in tum is
part of a larger project quantifying soil structure.
The complex interrelationships of the particles and the
voids often defy other than simple visual descriptions when
observed in the microscope, and it may be necessary to resort
to methods of measuring bulk properties. Porosity size distributions may be measured using mercury porosi me try (Griffiths
and Joshi, 1989), however, such methods do not permit the
spatial distributions of voids and their relationship to the particle fabric to be examined. Several studies have examined the
pore structure and connectivity using image analysis techniques on sandstones or soils where the pores are of a large
enough size to be imaged by optical microscope techniques or
low magnification scanning electron microscope (SEM) images (Bisdom and Schoonderbeek, 1983; Pye, 1984; Dilks and
Graham, 1985). Bisdom and Thiel (1981) and Bouma et al.,
·1977 have also analysed large, generally planar voids in soils
using optical techniques and image processing. A requisite of
many of these studies has been a need to threshold or segment
the images into patches which correspond to voids or particles
of one mineral composition. The back-scattered electron (BSE)
imaging mode of the SEM is particularly suited to this because
the intensity of the signal is related to the average atomic
number of the target material (Dilks and Graham, 1985).
This work addresses the problem of how to successfully
threshold images of clay-rich soils and sediments in an objective fashion, so that the automatic processing of images can be
performed. The automatic processing is an important part of
this objective since the structure of soils can be variable over
large and small scales, and it is necessary to analyse a large
suitable set of images from a sample to get a representative
database of measurements.
An example of how the void structure can be related to
structures in the soil skeleton using algorithms described in
Tovey et al. (1992a,b) is also presented. The linking of the
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particle and void structural fabrics provide more comprehensive information into how soils behave under stress.

this segmentation. As the mean atomic number of the particles
differs from that of the voids, it might appear that the BSE
images would be ideally suited for global thresholding of the
images into binary images separating pores from particles.
Indeed, Dilks and Graham (1985) used this approach to
segment and determine mineral abundance in sandstones after
careful calibration of the BSE signal. In the samples studied in
this work, it might be expected that the grey-level histogram
would be bimodal with one peak representing the particles, and
the second the voids. However this idealised situation is not
realised in practice and the grey-level histograms from all
images are unimodal, with no clear separation of the Kaolin
from the resin background (Fig 3). This is due to chemical
compositional variation in the Kaolin, variable depth of the
embedded Kaolin in the resin and the inherent image degradation of the SEM. The studies by Dilks and Graham (1985) and
Pye (1984) were not particularly subject to these problems
because of the relatively large particles in sandstones, and the
lower magnification used.
In addition to this thresholding problem, manual selection
of a global threshold will not produce a correct segmentation
between the pores and the particles. Thus, if there is one
particularly bright particle which is close to a second fainter
one, it is rarely the case that the intervening trough in the
grey-level is low enough to be correctly coded as a void. As a
result the two particles merge, in the thresholded binary image.
For example, an "ideal line scan" across an ideal sample might
produce a section such as Fig. 4a where the image is coded
correctly either as voids or as particle. In reality, the section
which is digitised from the SEM will appear like Fig 4b. This
apparent degradation arises from two separate aspects which
are present in electron microscope images:
1) The electron microscope optics do not have infinite precision
and are limited by aberrations in the optics and electronics
(Smart and Tovey 1982).
2) The electron beam interacts with the specimen, and though
the diameter of the incoming beam may be 5nm or less, there
is a spreading of the beam as it enters the specimens, and the
collected signal comes from a region larger than the original
beam. This spreading degrades the resolution (Smart and
Tovey, 1982) and while this is evident in all SEM images,
it is more apparent in back-scattered images than secondary
electron images. This spreading of the collected signal is a
function of the material in the specimen and the accelerating
voltage used.
The degradation of images is a common feature in all types
of microscope, and results in an ideal image becoming blurred
through averaging around the pixel of interest. This has a
profound influence on how global thresholding extracts the
feature information from the image. A simple global threshold
(whether set manually or automatically) will not segment the
particles from the resin correctly, as regions of the specimen
having a lower Kaolin/resin ratio will need a lower threshold
value than regions with a higher Kaolin/resin ratio. This means
that a global thresholding of a raw BSE image tends to produce
larger pores and/or larger particles than are actually present in
the sample.
One way to deal with this problem is to apply a local
adaptive threshold to the image (Haralick and Shapiro, 1985;
Sahoo et al., 1988). These methods frequently employ edge
operators which can identify whether a pixel is on a particle
edge, and whether the traverse is crossing from a light to a dark
region and visa versa.

Methods
SpecimenPreparation
The soils which have been used for this analysis are
artificial mono-mineralic soils which have been prepared in the
laboratory under controlled conditions to simulate natural samples. These soils were composed exclusively of Speswhite
Kaolin (>95% kaolinite, with minor quantities of illite and
quartz; supplied by English China Clays Ltd., St Austell,
Cornwall, U.K.) in orderto eliminate the high degree of particle
compositional variability which occurs in natural soils. After
testing in a pre-determined manner (by a combination of consolidation and shearing), a central sample from the larger test
sample was impregnated with epoxy resin (Araldite AYl8)
using techniques described in Smart and Tovey (1982), polished, and coated with 10 nm of carbon for viewing in the SEM.
The Kaolin particles have a higher average atomic number than
the impregnating resin and thus the particles are brighter than
the surrounding voids, when viewed using the BSE mode in the
SEM (Fig.I). The bulk porosity of the samples was measured
from the moisture content at the time the samples were prepared
for impregnation, by using the remaining sam pie material from
the test.

Observation
A representative set of 24 digital BSE images from each
of 36 samples of impregnated Kaolin were captured using a
LINK ANl0000 interface board connected to a LINK backscatter detector attached to a Hitachi S450 SEM. The digital
images (512 pixels x 512 pixels; 256 grey-levels) were captured
with a dwell time of 5 lµs per image pixel and 0.1 lµm between
pixels (i.e. at 2000 times magnification). The SEM was operated at 20kV at a working distance of 10mm.
Prior to image capture the BSE signal was carefully calibrated against a quartz and resin standard which were set at
grey-levels of 220 and 40 respectively. From each sample two
images of the background resin which contained no Kaolin (ie.
the sample edges) were also digitised, one in the middle and
the second at the end of the digitisation run. These served as a
measure of the instrument drift and overal I imaging conditions
(see image reconstruction).

lmaoeProcessinoandAnalysis
After acquisition, the images were converted into a format
suitable for analysis by the SEMPER image processing software (Synoptics Ltd., Science Park, Cambridge, UK), which
was used in all subsequent image processing and analysis.
Standard SEMPER commands were used as well as several
locally written FORTRAN extension commands, which were
incorporated into SEMPER batch processing routines.
There are several steps to the image processing and analysis and these are summarized in Fig. 2. The key stage in the
analysis is the selection of a correct threshold (Step 7), however, it was necessary to pre-process the image (steps 2 - 5) for
several reasons as described below. The computation of porosity is a trivial matter (step 8), but the new algorithms for domain
segmentation (steps 9 and JO) provide further insight into the
behaviour of the fabric during deformation.

Selectionof SuitableThresholdsfor Images
The objectives of thresholding are to segment the image
into binary patches which correspond exactly to outline of
particles, and voids, and to measure the apparent porosity at
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Fig. 2 A flow chart showing the necessary steps in the porosity
study. Steps 2 - 5 are image pre-processing, while steps 6 and
7 are the key ones to determine the correct threshold. Steps 9
and 10 require further computation using the method of Tovey
et al. (1992b).
Fig. l. A typical Back-scattered image of a resin impregnated
sample, of Kaolin. Scale bar 10 µm.
Fig. 3. Grey-level histogram of a raw unprocessed BSE Kaolin
image. The grey-levels range from O to 255 on the horizontal
axis.

The method which was most closely tested was essentially
similar to the routines described by White and Rohrer (1983)
and Gonzalez and Wintz (1987). Using the magnitude output
of an edge operator, the Laplacian image, and the original
grey-level image, an attempt was made to find decision rules
which could correctly identify whether the pixel corresponded
to a particle or the resin background. These decisions were
based on selecting threshold values of the edge and Laplacian
images, so as to correctly track across each line of the image
keeping an account of whether the pixel in question was particle
or resin. The original grey level picture also helped in this
process by providing approximate upper and lower bounds to
the most likely thresholding value.

Fig.4. A single scan line of an image and how it is effected by
digitisation and Wiener filtering. A) " ideal" scan line section
without imaging artefacts; B) Scan line section from an actual
Kaolin sample image digitised directly off the SEM; C) same
scan line in B) after Wiener reconstruction.
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Though White and Rohrer (1983) had success with this
technique on their images, this was not the case for our images.
The main reason for this appears to be the inherent noise present
in all our images, which obviously affects the edge operator
and the Laplacian, creating difficulties in correctly accounting
for each change in the value from particle to void. White and
Rohrer (1983) got around this problem in their character recognition by incorporating local consistency information; i.e.
since all character strokes were all of approximately the same
width, this was to check the accounting process.
It would seem feasible to explore the incorporation oflocal
neighbourhood consistency information into the decision process for the Kaolin sample, but this requires extensive work as
it is not clear, at the present time, how this could be conveniently incorporated into a decision rule. With similar problems,
other workers have resorted to using iterative relaxation procedures (Niblack, 1986; Sahoo et al., 1988; Haddon and Boyce,
1990), which would have been very expensive in terms of
processing time, and more significantly would have resulted in
boundary smoothing, which had to be avoided.
All the adaptive thresholding techniques that were tried
could not get round the inherent imaging problems of the
backscattered images. Methods to remove the blurring effects
associated with the imaging process were also examined. These
included the use of simple image reconstruction methods which
then allow the use of a global threshold method which would
more correctly segmented the images.

1987), or other more complex algorithms
(Guan and
Ward,1989). The Wiener filter can be formalised in Fourier
space as:
F(u,v )=G(u,v )Y(u,v)

where F(u,v) is the best reconstruction, G(u,v) is the image to
reconstruct, and Y(u,v) is the Wiener filter. A variety of formulations of how best to approximate the filter Y(u,v) exist
depending upon whether or not the power spectrum of the ideal
image and the noise are known (Rosenfeld and Kak, 1982).
The following formulation was used in this work:
Y(u,v)

where

SNR=(!)

G(u,v)

(5)

where Sf= variance of the detected image,
sn = variance of the noise
The basic aim therefore in any reconstruction is to obtain
F(u,v) which will be the enhanced form of the original image
G(u,v). To achieve this it is necessary to know or evaluate the
point spread function and the signal to noise ratio. The methods
used to determine these are described in the next section.

PracticalProcedures
Employed
The signal to noise ratio was calculated for each group of
digitised images by using the resin images captured at the same
time as the Kaolin images.
Five areas of each resin image which had no apparent
contrast variation (ie. away from cracks, dust and scratches )
were selected and the variance of the grey levels determined
for these patches. This average variance compared to the variance in the Kaolin images typically gave a signal to noise ratio
of approximately 10.
The point spread function was determined by measuring
the intensity profiles of point sources in the microscope. Selected dust particles on the resin background were used to
approximate to point sources, and their intensity profiles digitised, and rotationally averaged about their peak positions. Ten
of these profiles were then averaged to obtain a mean point
spread function. This calibration was performed at a magnification of 2000 times, the standard for the digitised images.
It is to be expected that the point spread function for the
electron microscope has a gaussian peak profile (Lewis and
Sakrison, 1975; Guan and Ward, 1989), and so the averaged
profile determined above was constrained to a best fit model
gaussian profile using cross-correlation. This gave an overall
spread diameter of 11.4 pixels at a magnification of 2000
corresponding to a mean gaussian radius of 1.475 pixels, and
this value has been used in all image reconstruction. The
Wiener filter function Y(u,v) can then be computed from
equation (4) using the Fourier transform of the point spread
function and the computed value for the signal to noise ratio.

(1)

where 0 is the convolution operator.
The aim of image reconstruction is to obtain the function
f(x,y) from the acquired image g(x,y). A simple way to achieve
this in the absence of noise was described by Stroke et al. ( 1971)
where they removed the effect of the point spread function in
electron micrographs by transforming both the actual image
and the point spread function into Fourier space using optical
techniques. In the absence of noise, the Fourier transform of
the original image may be obtained from :

= H(u,v)

(4)

is the power spectrum of the point spread

½

Image reconstruction to enhance the resolution of images
and remove imaging artefacts and blurring has been extensively
considered in the literature, for a wide variety of imaging
systems including electron microscopes (Stroke et al., 1971,
Lewis and Sakrison, 1975; Jones and Smith, 1978; Rosenfeld
and Kak, 1982). Ifthe intensity in an ideal image is represented
by f(x,y), then this will be degraded by the point spread function
of the imaging system, h(x,y), and a noise function, n(x,y), so
that the resulting image which is acquired, g(x,y), is given by:

F(u,v)

2

IH(u, v) I

FT(u,v)

function, H* (u,v) is the complex conjugate of the Fourier
transform of the point spread function and SNR is the signal to
noise ratio, where:

lmaoeReconstruction

g(x,y) = f(x,y) 0 h(x,y) + n(x,y)

(3)

(2)

where F(u,v), G(u,v), H(u,v) are the Fourier transforms corresponding to f(x,y), g(x,y), and h(x,y) respectively.
It is then a simple matter to invert the function F(u,v) to
produce a de-blurred image. Stroke et al. (1971) used the above
technique to enhance scanning electron micrographs using an
optical diffractometer with a laser to pass through a transparency of the actual image.
This method of image reconstruction is not satisfactory
because of the effects of noise (Lewis and Sakrison, 1975), and
it is now common to use a Wiener filter (Gonzalez and Wintz,
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Fig. 6. Interference effects present in an image. This was
generated by computing the Fourier transform, masking interference peaks, and inverting the transform. This new image was
then subtracted from the original. Scale bar 10 µm.

Fig. 5. Wiener reconstructed image of that in Fig. 1. Scale bar
10 µm.

Fig. 7. Globally thresholded images of (a) restored image, and (b) original image, using the threshold which gives the same porosity
in each image. Scale bar lOµm
An example of a Wiener reconstructed image is shown in
Fig 5, while Fig. 4c shows the change by applying a Wiener
filter to the image from which Fig. 4b has been extracted.

removed. These arose from electrical interference at the time
of digital image capture, and are not normally visible, but can
become apparent after image restoration. In the power spectrum of the image, the effects of the interference appears as
bright spots and patches in the outer portion of the transform.
This interference is not constant in amplitude, frequency

Removalof Electrical
Interference
fromImages
Prior to the application of the Wiener filter, it is important
that any periodic interference patterns within the images are
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or phase in the images, but can be removed by automatically
searching for high intensity patches and spots in the power
spectrum (log converted). Using the position of these high
intensity areas, they can be masked from the Fourier transfom1
before the reconstruction is applied. The extent of this interference may be judged from Fig. 6 which shows the grey-level
interference which has been removed from one image.

C(t) at grey-level t from these two adjacent pixels is:
C(t)

= min( t -

Ia, lb - t)

(6)

This procedure is performed again for the same pair of
pixels for each value oft from Ia to lb. An output histogram
C(t)-t for this pair of pixels is generated in the range Ia to lb
with a maximum value occurring at the grey-level ( Ia +Ib)/2.
This procedure is repeated across the whole image for each
adjacent pair of pixels and the separate histograms summed to
provide an aggregate histogram for the whole image. The peak
in the resulting histogram corresponds to the best global tlrreshold for the reconstructed image and maximises the number of
edges in the image.
Kohler(1981) did not use this formulation directly, but
normalised each C(t) by the total number of contributions to it,
so that the relative contrast histogram was independent of the
number of edges in the image. 1n effect this procedure gives
edges of the highest contrast the largest peak in the re~ult_ing
normalised contrast histogram. 1n the case of the Kaolm images, the normalised contrast histogram tends to pick out high
intensity particles which correspond to segmental!on of Kaohn
particles enriched in Fe and K. 1n the method adopted, equal
weight is given to all edges irrespective of their abundance,
producing a histogram like that in Fig. 8. The optimum thres~old corresponding to the peak in Fig. 8 produces a realistic
segmentation for these Kaolin images. This segmentation can
be thought of as one which seeks to maximise the number of
edges in the image (Fig. 8).
1n the execution of this method, either vertically adjacent
or horizontally adjacent pixels may be selected in the analysis.
Tests using both horizontal and vertical pairs on the same image
give very similar results, and since these images tend to have
a higher proportion of particles in a near horizontal alignment
(arising from initial consolidation of the sample), vertical pairing was chosen as a likely better discrimination method. .
The relative contrast histogram method for thresholding
produces segmented images which appear realistic, but more
importantly give porosity information which is entirely consistent with the measured moisture contents, thus giving us confidence in the applicability of this algorithm. Furthermore it
makes no initial assumptions about approximate porosity as
some other methods do.

Selectionof BestGlobalThreshold
After the application of the Wiener filter, the image is
considerably sharpened and the application of a single global
threshold to the image gives rise to a segmentation which is
more realistic because it preserves structures in the patches with
higher amounts of resin (Fig. 7a). The algorithm for automatic
selection of this global threshold value which produces the
most reasonable segmentation is the subject of this section.
The grey-level histograms of the images after reconstruction still do not separate into two peaks as might be expected,
considering that there are only two components (Kaolin and
resin) present. There are thought to be several reasons for this:
1) Noise in the restored image spreads the peaks from the resin
and Kaolin.
2) Noise in the original image may not be linear (Jones and
Smith, 1978), as assumed in the Wiener reconstruction (a
necessity to make the reconstruction mathematically tractable; Gonzalez and Wintz, 1987).
3) There is small but significant compositional variation between particles of Kaolin, which can be clearly seen upon
X-ray mapping.
4) The volume from which the back-scattered electrons are
emitted is dependent upon the average atomic number, so in
effect the point spread function will also vary as a function
of the target composition.
As a result of the lack of grey level separation of the Kaolin
from the resin background the threshold selection techniques
based on analysing grey-level histograms (e.g. Gonzalez and
Wintz, 1987, Sahoo et al., 1988) will not work for these Kaolin
images.
To achieve a satisfactory global threshold of these restored
images, several alternative thresholding techniques which employed edge detection operators were explored. There are a
multitude of algorithms in the literature using such information
(Kohler, 1981; Sahoo et al., 1988). initially a method which
Kohler (1981) has termed the total gradient histogram method,
and attributed to Wantanabe (1974) was tested. This method
sums the total edge magnitude of an edge operator for each
grey-level in the picture to generate a grey-level versus edge
magnitude histogram in which the peak corresponds to the most
contrasting edges in the picture. The method proved to be
unsatisfactory as it produced image segmentation which bore
little resemblance to the actual image. As noted by Kohler
(1981), the method is also dependent upon the actual edge
operator used.
Kohler(l981) derived a new technique called the relative
contrast histogram method. Essentially, the method examines
the relative grey-level differences between a selected search
threshold value and the intensities at adjacent pixels in either
the x or y directions.
Thus if two adjacent pixels have grey-levels Ia and lb
(where lb 2: Ia), and the search threshold level is t, where
Ia~ T ~ lb the contribution to the relative contrast histogram

ResultsfromPorosityAnalysis
OverallPorosity
Figure 9 shows the relationship between the porosity
determined from image segmentation and the porosity determined when the samples were prepared in the laboratory. The
difference between the actual porosity and the porosity determined by image segmentation is an indication of the proportion
of voids which are below 0.1 lµm, the resolution of a single
pixel. Each point represents the mean porosity determined f'.om
24 separate images of each sample. The scatter largely anses
since the moisture content measured at the time of the test was
determined on a sample which was much larger than that
observed in the SEM and usually 10000mm 3 in volume,
whereas the total aggregate area covered by all the images from
a sample amounted to 0.76 mm 2 . Further, the porosity from the
images were based on an areal assessment rather than a volumetric one. It is to be expected that as a sample is sheared to
failure, some regions will become more porous, and the scatter
is thus not that unexpected.
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Table 1. The average porosity difference between the total
porosity detennined by void segmentation and the porosity of
each domain sector. Average for 36 samples with 24 images
from each sample.
Orientation of domain
Vertical
Inclined down left
Horizontal
Inclined down right
Random
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been to identify patches of soil particles with consistent orientation, called domains (Bennett et al., 1990). These are thought
to be important in the behaviour of materials consisting of
platey or fibrous particles during compaction or shearing.
There are several extensions to the analysis procedures described here which are of use. In particular, a combination of
this method with the domain segmentation method derived
from orientation analysis (Smart et al., 1991; To'-:ey et al.,
1992a,b) seems appropriate.
The domain segmentation procedure defines patches of
coherent and directionally consistent particle orientation and
may be summarized as follows. The initial grey-level image
(not the reconstructed one) is analysed for orientation using the
intensity gradient method (Tovey et al., 1989), and an output
image generated in which the pixel value corresponds to the
orientation of the feature at each pixel. A large radius modal or
mean filter is passed over this angles-coded image to segment
the image into regions with features of similar orientation.
Typically four general directions (vertical, horizontal, and 2
inclined at45°) may be selected. A fifth class of domain is used
for regions of images where there is no dominant orientation.
In other situations it is helpful to have 8, 12, or even more
general directions.
The domain segmented image and the binary image generated earlier may be combined to examine the porosity in any
one domain class. This was efficiently carried out by multiplying the binary segmented image by the domain segmented
image. By creating a histogram of output intensity levels, the
percentage area of particles in each domain class was determined. This procedure was repeated using the inverted binary
image, which gave the percentage area of voids in each domain
class, from which the porosity in each domain class could be
detennined.
This analysis was perfonned on all 24 images of each of
the 36 samples and the porosity infonnation of each domain
class is summarised in Table 1.
The random domains are consistently of higher porosity
than that of the whole sample. This was noted in all 36 samples,
as is to be expected on the basis of various soil models (Griffiths
and Joshi, 1990). The horizontal domains, which dominated the
samples studied, differed little in porosity from the mean image
analysis porosity for the whole image. Overall the computed
porosity for these domains was about 1.5% less than the measured bulk moisture content porosity. The inclined domains had
porosities similar to those of the horizontal domains, although
these porosity values appeared to approach the horizontal domains values as shearing progressed. For all samples, the
porosity of the vertical domains was always less than that for
other classes of domain. This has been a somewhat unexpected
finding as several theories suggest that a compaction of horizontal domains should occur while vertical domains should

Fig. 8. Typical relative contrast histogram. The optimum
threshold value corresponds with the peak in the histogram.
Grey-levels range from Oto 255 for the horizontal axis.

54

Porosity Difference
from hulk value
-2.97
-2.48
-1.5
-1.04

54

Bulk Porosity

Fig.9. Porosity detennined by image processing and thresholding versus the actual porosity measured from the moisture
content. Each data point represents the mean value detennined
from the analysis of 24 separate images.
The porosity detennined by image processing is generally
lower than that detennined by moisture content by about 1.5%2.0% at a porosity (detennined from moisture content) of 51 %,
while at 47% there is little difference in the two values. This
difference between the two methods of porosity measurement
reflects changes in the abundance of pores which are finer than
0.1 lµm in size (i.e. the pixel size). The stress path imposed on
these samples caused a volumetric reduction during shearing,
and this suggests that the fine pores are largely eliminated in
the bulk sample as failure approaches.
The binary image can subsequently be used to study size
and shape of the particles and voids using mathematical morphology techniques. This was not done in the work reported
here and is the subject of research now being undertaken.

Porosity
asa Evoctjon
ofPomaioOrjentatjon
While the above analysis provides an insight into porosity
variations which has not been possible previously, it is also
important to measure how the porosity is related to the soil
skeleton. An important part of understanding soil fabric has
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become more porous as the particles within them buckle in
response to the applied load.
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Lewis BL and Sakrison DJ, 1975.Computerenhancement
of scanning electron micrographs. IEEE Transactions: Circuits
and Systems. u.L 267-278.
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Pye K, 1984. Rapid estimation of porosity and mineral
abundance in backscattered electron images using a simple
SEM image analyser. Geological Magatine, fil 81-136.
Rink M and Schopper J R, 1978. On the application of
image analysis to formation evaluation. Log Analyst Jan/Feb,
12-22.
Rosenfeld A and Kak AC, 1982. Digital picture processing 2nd edition. Academic press, New York. 2 vols., 60-80,
84-98.
Sahoo PK, Soltani S and Wong A KC, 1988. A survey of
thresholding techniques. Computer Vision, Graphics, and Image Processing, :U., 233-260.
Smart P and Tovey N K, 1982. Electron microscopy of
soils and sediments - Techniques. Oxford University Press,
101-135,212-236.
Smart P, Tovey N K, Leng X L, Hounslow M W and
McConnochie I, 1991. Automatic analysis of microstructure of
cohesive sediments. In: RH Bennett, WR Bryant and Hulbert
M H, Microstructure of Fine-grained sediments, from mud to
shale, Springer-Verlag, New York, 359-366.
Stroke G W, Haliou M, Saffir A J and Evins DJ, 1971.
Resolution enhancement in scanning electron microscopy by a
posteriori holographic image processing. Scanning Electron
Microsc., 1971 ;1: 57-64.
Tovey N K, Smart P, Hounslow MW and Leng XL, 1989.
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Conclusions
The technique described in this paper provides an objective way in which to assess the porosity from images of
fine-grained particulate samples. It has been found essential to
pre-process all the images in two steps: a) by masking and
filtering unwanted electrical interference noise, and b) by deblurring the images using restoration methods. The selection
of the optimum threshold using a relative pixel contrast method
has proved to be a reliable way to generate the necessary binary
images for porosity analysis.
The porosity determined by image analysis is close to that
determined from moisture content analysis for samples which
approach stress failure (normally consolidated samples tested
under drained triaxial shear). For lesser degrees of stress there
are more pores (1.5%) which are below the limit of resolution
of the processed images (0.1 lµm).
The image analysis procedure for porosity measurement
described here has several advantages over other bulk measurement techniques of porosity.
1) It is possible to study the variation in porosity from one area
of a sample to another.
2) It is possible to examine how the pore structure varies
between domains of aligned particle.
3) It is possible to extend the technique to analyse the pore size
and shape distributions both in different images, and in the
different domain classes by using mathematical morphology
algorithms.
4) In conjunction with the bulk measurement of porosity, it is
possible to estimate the proportion of voids which are finer
than the effective pixel resolution. For Kaolin, these fine
voids appear to make little contribution to overall porosity,
although it becomes more pronounced as the porosity increases.
The fabric of particulate materials is usually very variable,
and in quantitative studies of such fabric, it is essential that
repeated measurements on several different images from each
sample are made to give confidence in the overall results. This
is possible with the method outlined in this paper. Indeed, it is
common practice for the authors to establish batch runs in
which up to 96 images are processed by the steps outlined in
Fig. 2.
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porosity? In this respect are you sure that the differences of
porosity between the oriented domains are significant.
Authors· On the basis of the measurements of Griffths and
Joshi (1989) it is to be expected that a proportion of the pore
sizes in kaolin will be below O.lµm. A typical standard deviation of total porosity for a set of 24 images (collected Imm
apart) from a sample is = 1.0%, reflecting this order of total
porosity fluctuation on a scale of= Imm. The difference in the
porosity for the random and vertical domains are significant
because almost every sample shows the general relationship
depicted in Table I. The relationship for the inclined and
horizontal domains is not so clear for individual samples,
because there is consistent variation with moisture content.
E,B.A. Bisdom: Normal situations are not mono-mineralic.
What can be done for these heterogeneous soils at high magnification.
Authors: The techniques of image restoration and thresholding
are equally applicable to multi-mineralic soils. Under these
situations alternative thresholding routines may have to be
used. We have found the algorithms described by Kohler
(198 l) of use in these situations, al though intensity drop-off at
particle edges often necessitates some kind of local neighbourhood re-accounting procedure to reclassify wrongly segmented
pixels. Alternatively X-ray mapping in combination with the
BSE images may be of use (Tovey et al., 1992).

Piscussjonwith Reviewers
D Jeulin- The noise in BSE images is Poisson noise, which is
not additive, but proportional to the intensity, therefore the
additivity assumptions in using the Wiener filter are not appropriate. Nevertheless, it can be shown that the Wiener filter (or
its geostatistical formulation as developed in Daly et al.;1989)
can be used in this case.
The filter used in the present study and described by
equation 4 is not optimal, it does not minimise the variance of
estimation, as would a filter involving the power spectrum of
the image f(x,y). This is the case of the filters used in Daly et
al. (1989) and Jeulin and Renard (1991), for noise filtering and
deconvolution.
For a Poisson noise the SNR cannot be estimated as
proposed by the authors from measurements on a homogeneous
sample. However in this case we have Sg=E(g)+S f"'h, where E
is the mathematical expectation average, s the variance and *
the product of convolution. It is possible to estimate Sr from
the knowledge of hand the covariance off, estimated from the
covariance of g (Daly et al., 1989).
Authors: We thank Dr. Jeulin for this helpful new insight into
the image deconvolution problem of back-scattered images.

Reviewer 3: The authors discuss particle orientation; is this
visible in the Fourier transform.
Authors: The orientation of the particles in the whole image is
visible as a slight anisotropy in the central region of the Fourier
or covariance transforn1s. This can be used to measure the
overall degree of orientation, for exan1ple Tovey and Wong
1978, but is not routinely used in the present work.
E.B.A. Bisdom: How does the depth of penetration of the
electron bean1 and the variable depth of the clay particles
em bedded in tl1e resin affect your work.
Authors: The deptl1 below the surface from which the backscattered electrons are emitted is 2-3 µm, with a diameter of
emission of= l.Sµm. The BSE signal at each pixel represents
the signal averaging over this kind of volume, the diameter of
which corresponds approximately to tl1ediameter of tl1e point
spread function of l.3µm. We currently cannot remove this
kind of signal averaging unless some kind of tomographic SEM
imaging system is developed.

D Jeulin- The estimation of the thresholded image could be
determined directly from the noisy image using non-linear
filters as proposed in Daly et al. (1992). Here the authors
compare various global thresholding algorithms after filtering
the the image. Is there any need to use local filters, accounting
for any local drift of the signal ?
Authors· Since BSE images are captured by scanning, the only
major local signal drift is between scan Jines. This can be of
importance on contrast poor images where gray-level differences between scan lines or groups of scan lines can be particularly evident. This kind of drift often is part of the electrical
interference discussed in the paper, perhaps because it is a
symptom of the same problem. As such it can be partially
removed by masking the Fourier transform. A more effective
method of removing the 'scan line' interference is needed.

Reviewer 3: Since the authors samples are artificial is it
possible to model the porosity in terms structural changes and
the consequent pore size changes with porosity.
Authors: This was not a prime objective of our work, but the
information we have gained will be of use to micro-mechanistic
modellers who work on this problem.

AdditionalReferences

D Jeulin- The comparison of porosity measured by image
analysis and by moisture content shows a systematic difference
to that measured from the moisture content, that the authors
explain from considerations about the image resolution. The
scatter could be explained from statistical fluctuations of porosity estimated from the population of images. Have you any
information concerning the porosity variance which reflects the
heterogeneity of the soils at a larger scale than the pixel size,
and can be used to give a variance of estimation of the overall
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